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JENESYS2015 Outbound Program 

(Vietnam, Youth Football Players) Program Report 

 

１．Program Overview 

Under “Japan’s Friendship Ties Programs”, 23 Japanese youth football players who are interested 

in introducing attractive Japan for overseas visited Vietnam. During the 9 days program from 

November 2 to November 10, the participants introduced various attractive Japan to people 

of Vietnam and also learned lots of things about Vietnam. The participants aim to promote 

Japan through mediums such as SNS. 

 

２．Number of Participants 

OMIYA  ARDIJA Football Club; 19 participants including 4 chaperon 

TOYO University; 4 participants 

 

３．Country Visited 

Vietnam (Hanoi) 

 

４．Program Schedule 

November 2 (Mon) Program Orientation, Departed from Narita International Airport 

Arrived in Hanoi 

November 3 (Tue) 【Courtesy Call】Embassy of Japan, the Youth International Cooperation

Development Center (CYDECO) 

【Observation Tour】Hoan Kiem Lake ,Vietnam Museum of Ethnology, 

Ho Chi Minh Mausoleum, Water puppetry 

November 4 (Wed) 【School Exchange】Tay Ho High School 

November 5 (Thu)   【ODA Observation】Duong Lam Village 

November 6 (Fri) 【Observation Tour】 Hạ Long Bay 

November 7 (Sat) 【Football Exchange】Football training with Football Team of Vietnam 

Football Federation and visiting their Facilities (U19 Viettel) 

【Observation Tour】Old Town of Hanoi  

November 8 (Sun) 【Workshop】Preparation for Report Session 

【Football Exchange】Friendly match with Football Team of Vietnam  

Football Federation (U19 Viettel) 

November 9 (Mon) Presentation Meeting, Depart from Hanoi 

November 10 (Tue) Arrived at Narita International Airport 
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５．Program Photos 

11/3【Courtesy Call】Embassy of Japan 
11/4【School Exchange】 

Tay Ho High School 

11/5【ODA Observation】 

Duong Lam Village 
11/6【Observation Tour】Ha Long Bay 

11/7 【Football Exchange】Football training 

with Football Team of Vietnam 

Football Federation (U19 Viettel) 

11/9  Presentation Meeting  
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６．Voice from Participants  

 

◆OMIYA  ARDIJA 

The most impressive thing in this programme is how Vietnamese respect Japan. 

I was surprised to find many Japanese technology used in Vietnam. And I was pleased that 

they also respect Japanese Soccer because they had two Japanese Director for Vietnam 

national team both in men and women. On the other hand, we had shock with the facilities 

of Vietnam soccer Association. They are very sophisticated and the circumstance for 

soccer is the best. Contrast to my first impression, Vietnamese is active and gentle and 

have good personality. 

After returning to Japan, I would like to convey the merit of Vietnam and Contrary, also 

convey the merit of Japan, which doesn’t find in Vietnam with SNS. Additionally, I 

communicate the merit of Japan I couldn’t deliver enough in Vietnam. 

 

◆OMIYA  ARDIJA 

The most impressive thing that I had in Vietnam is Tap water isn’t drinkable. 

In Japan, Tap water is drinkable, but in Vietnam it isn’t drinkable so that Daily life seemed 

to be very inconvenient. However, my impression of inconvenience helped me to 

understand better Vietnamese Culture. 

After returning to Japan, I convey Japan’s “Security and Safe. The big difference between 

Japan and Vietnam is “Traffic Safety”. They say recently traffic signals have been installed, 

however they go through a red light and I felt their life in danger. At the same time, in 

Vietnam, they might communicate each other by blowing the horn to prevent traffic 

accident.  Comparing that, in Japan, observing a stop signal, pedestrians and vehicles 

could go out at ease. So I would like to convey Japan’s “Security and Safe” so that Vietnam 

could be more safe country. 

 

◆OMIYA  ARDIJA 

The most impressive thing in this programme, is Japanese generous assistance for 

Vietnam such as Activities of JICA, Airport Construction, and activities of JOCV. Especially 

JOCV activity was impressive for me. JOCV member teach KNOW HOW of business for 

Villagers and contribute to level up of their life standard of Villagers. I confirmed Technical 

Assistance Service is Japan’s advantage. 

After returning to Japan, I have few ideas to deliver. First of all, the personality of Vietnam 

People. They are very active and vigorous. They respect Japan and we are welcomed 

everywhere. There are many Japanese spoken people and they long for Japan. I was 

surprised to know how popular Soccer is and the passion for Soccer is enthusiastic and the 

number of excellent supporters and players as well as Japan.  

From now, I convey the experiences with this programme to the world and Japan through 

SNS and Facebook. 
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７．Action Plan Presented at the Presentation Meeting by Participants 

 

 

 

 

Findings in Vietnam：Many Vehicles but  

No traffic accident. Incredible in Japan. 

Findings in Vietnam：Emission gas is 

severe due to the numbers of Motorbike. 

Air pollution is serious. 

 

Merit of Japan：Vehicles equipped with the 

devices to prevent air pollution run in the 

city 

Findings in Vietnam：Many shops along 

the street. In the commercial zone is very 

vigorous but scattered garbage. 

 

 

Merit of Japan：due to using garbage box or 

sorting garbage, no garbage on the street. 

Method of transmission：Convey the merit 

of Japanese technology through SNS to 

promote further development of both 

country 


